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Abstract: By using global ring winding, the torque coefficient of the transverse flux machine (TFM) is
proportional to its number of pole pairs, and thus the TFM possesses high torque density ability when
compared with other electrical machines. As a special kind of TFM, the claw pole machine (CPM)
can have more torque due to its special claw pole teeth. The manufacturing of CPM or TFM with
silicon steels was very difficult in the past, and is a handicap for the progress of this kind of machine.
Thanks to the advent of soft magnetic composite (SMC) materials, the manufacturing process of CPM
has become more and more simple. More attention has been paid to this kind of technology, and some
mass production CPMs with SMC cores have appeared. However, there are few works that discuss
the key design issues for this kind of machine. In this paper, a small CPM with SMC is used as as
a research benchmark. Various design methods that can be adopted to improve its performance have
been studied, including unequal stator claw pole teeth, a skewing magnet design, consequent pole
design, and etc. The 3D finite element method (FEM) is used for the machine analysis, and it is
verified by the experimental results of a CPM with SMC cores.

Keywords: claw pole machine (CPM); soft magnetic composite (SMC); design issues; finite element
method (FEM)

1. Introduction

The massive development of green energy devices, such as the electric vehicle, has generated great
interest in high-performance electrical machines [1]. Due to the adopted use of global ring winding,
the torque coefficient of a transverse flux machine (TFM) is proportional to its number of pole pairs,
and thus the torque density of TFM is higher than the other electrical machines [2–6]. The concept
of TFM was is first proposed in 1885 by W.M. Morday. It gained more attention in the late 1980s
after it was reintroduced by Weh et al. [7]. The major merit of TFM is its high torque ability, and no
coupling between the adjacent modules compared with the radial flux machine and axial flux machine.
In the last decades, various kinds of TFM were developed for high-performance drive applications,
especially the direct drive applications [8–10]. The claw pole machine (CPM) is a special kind of TFM;
it can have better performance compared with TFM, as the stator claw pole teeth is introduced for
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utilizing the space magnetic field. However, the main problem is the manufacturing process, as it
handicaps the development of TFM and CPM, as silicon steels needs to be used for designing the 3D
magnetic flux structure stator core [11].

Soft magnetic composite (SMC) materials are a new kind of soft magnetic material. They are
composed of surface electrically insulated iron powder particles, which result in low eddy current
loss, magnetic isotropy, and thermal isotropy [12–15]. By using powder metallurgy technology,
various complex structures of the stator core can be manufactured without the need for any additional
machining processes. Compared with other soft magnetic materials, SMCs can have great of
advantages (e.g., low eddy current loss, low manufacturing cost, etc.). With the adoption of SMC
materials the manufacturing of CPM will be much easier. In past decades, the developed SMC
machines and especially the TFM with SMC cores were very hot and some design guidelines have
since been recorded for the design of SMC machines [16–18]. Some mass-production SMC machines
can be bought as well.

However, few studies have been done for the systematic investigation of CPM with SMC cores.
In this paper, an inner rotor CPM is set as the research target, and unequal stator claw pole teeth,
a skewing magnet design, a consequent pole design are investigated. In the design of CPM, the stator
wall thickness, stator inner radius, gap length between adjacent phase module, and the adopted
materials are fully investigated. For the performance calculation, the 3-D finite element method (FEM)
software MAXWELL 3D is used, and the effectiveness of the calculation is verified by experiment
results on the research target. Finally, the key design issues will be concluded.

2. Topology of the Claw Pole Machine

Figure 1 illustrates the topology of the initial CPM with SMC cores, which is a single phase model.
The complete machine is composed of three single-phase models, which are stacked axially with
a determined shifting angle of 120◦ electrically. Each stator of the single phase CPM is composed
of two separate SMC stator cores, and the global winding is placed between them. The magnets
are surface mounted onto the rotor cores. The torque coefficient of the CPM is proportional to its
number of pole pairs. However, the high number of pole pairs will cause the machine to have high
flux leakage, and thus the torque coefficient will be reduced slightly. Therefore, the optimal design
of number of pole pairs in the CPM is of importance. The initial CPM was proposed in [2] by using
the low-pressure manual die compaction technology; its rated torque was about 0.2 Nm, and its rated
speed was about 3000 rpm. In [19], by using the multilevel design optimization method, this CPM was
optimized, and its electromagnetic (EM) torque can achieve about 0.52 Nm while with the material cost
is reduced greatly. In [5], the unequal stator claw teeth and other methods were investigated to reduce
the cogging torque of CPM, and it can be seen that with structures changes, the torque ability of CPM
can be improved as well. In this paper, the design issues for the CPM were presented. For the CPM,
the material of its stator core, the magnet, and the rotor yoke were made of SOMALOY 500TM, NdFeB,
and mild steel, respectively. The main dimensions and key parameters of CPM are listed in Table 1.

As mentioned above the number of pole pairs plays an important in affecting the performance
of the machine. Thus, it needs to first be optimized. Figure 2 shows the CPM with different numbers
of pole pairs and unequal stator claw pole teeth structure. In this paper, pole pair numbers of 6, 8, 10,
and 12 were selected for analysis and comparison. The main parameter of the unequal stator claw
pole structure is illustrated in Figure 3a. As shown, the Rso equaled 33.5 mm, Rsi equaled 18.5 mm,
L1 equaled 18.2 mm, AngleP equaled 30◦ mechanically, Kc equaled 0.825, Ka equaled 0.45, Hp equaled
3mm, and Bs equaled 4 mm. As the very complex structure and nonlinear soft magnetic permeability
of SMC materials were adopted for the CPM, 3D FEM, specifically the magnetostatic module of
MAXWELL 3D, was used for the analysis, as for the boundary setting, there was no symmetrical
boundary needed, thus the default boundary was adopted. Figure 3b shows the mesh of CPM,
and Figure 3c shows the no-load flux density distribution of the stator of the CPM.
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Figure 1. Topology of the initial claw pole machine, (a) stator, (b) rotor.

Table 1. Dimension and key parameters.

Dimension and Parameters Quantities

Number of phases 3
Number of pole pairs 6

Stator outer radius (mm) 33.5
Rotor outer radius (mm) 20.5

Air gap length (mm) 1
Number of claw poles 12

Effective axial length (mm) 54.56
Pole arc of magnets and claw pole (mechanical degree) 20

Magnetization direction Radial
Slot factor 0.43

Number of turns 256
PM materials NdFeB, N30M

Stator materials SOMALOY 500TM

 
(a) 6-pole pair (b) 8-pole pair 

 
(c) 10-pole pair (d) 12-pole pair 

Figure 2. Machine topology of a claw pole machine with different numbers of pole pairs.
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(a) Main parameter and dimension of CPM (b) Mesh of CPM 

 

(c) Noload flux density distribution of CPM 

Figure 3. Main parameter and dimension, mesh and no load flux density distribution of a claw pole
machine (CPM).

3. Torque Equation Deduction

The electromagnetic power of the CPM can be expressed as:

Pem = m
T
∫ T

0 e(t)i(t)dt

= m
T
∫ T

0 Emsin( 2π
T t)Imsin( 2π

T t)dt = m
2 Em Im

(1)

where m is the number of phases, T the electrical period, Em the magnitude of phase back EMF, and Im

the magnitude of phase current. The back EMF can be computed by:

em = Ncoil
dϕ

dt
= Ncoil ϕm

2π

T
sin(

2π

T
t) (2)

where Ncoil is the number of turns per phase, and ϕ the flux per turn, which can be expressed as:

ϕ = −ϕm cos(
2π

T
t) (3)

The electrical angular speed has the form of:

ωe =
2π

T
= Prωr (4)

where Pr is the number of rotor pole pairs, and ωr is the mechanical angular speed. The phase current
can be expressed as:

Im = Ac Jm (5)
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where Ac is the cross-sectional area of the coil, and Jm the current density (magnitude value).
The number of turns per phase can be computed by:

Ncoil =
Ns

m
Ks f As

Ac
(6)

where Ns is the number of slots, Ksf is the slot fill factor, and As is the slot area. By combining the above
equations and ignoring the stator resistance loss, the output power can be expressed as:

Pout = ηPem = η
m
2

Ncoil Prωr ϕm Im (7)

where η is the efficiency. The output torque can be calculated by:

Tout =
Pout

ωr
= η

m
2

Pr ϕmKs f
Ns

m
As Jm (8)

To simplify the analysis, the torque capability can be expressed by the electromagnetic torque:

Tem =
Ns

2
Pr ϕKs f As Jm (9)

The flux linkage per coil for the CPM is:

ϕcpm =
Bg2πRsikcBs f (kaLp, kphp)

2
(10)

where Bg is the air gap flux density, Rsi the inner radius of the stator, kc the claw pole arc ratio, Bs is
the thickness of stator wall, f (kaLp, kphp) is the effect of the claw pole dimension to flux per coil, ka is the
ratio of the short edge width to the long edge width of the claw pole teeth, Lp is the length of the claw
pole teeth, kp is the ratio of the short edge thickness to the long edge thickness, and hp is the thickness
of the near-edge claw pole teeth. The coil window area of CPM is:

As = (L1 − 2Bs)(Rso − Rsi − hp − hsy) (11)

where L1 is the effective axial length of one disk, Rso is the outer radius of stator, and hsy is the length
of stator yoke. The torque for CPM can then be obtained by:

Tcpm = m
2 PrKs f BgπRsikcBs f (kaLp, kphp)

(L1 − 2Bs)(Rso − Rsi − hp − hsy)Jm
(12)

It can be seen that if the above equation meets:

Bs = L1
/

4
Rsi = (Rso − hp − hsy)

/
2

(13)

then the electromagnetic torque can reach maximum.
By defining the ratio of the axial length to the outer radius of the motor (λ), for a given volume

(V) and λ, the outer radius of the machine can be expressed as:

R = 3

√
V
/

2πλ (14)

Thus, it can be found that the torque per unit volume has the following relationship with respect
to λ and V:

Tcpm/V ∝
3√Vλ2 (15)
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It can be concluded that increasing the ratio of the axial length to the outer radius can increase
the torque density of the CPM. Depending on the power function, the following parameters can affect
the torque ability of CPM as well: the ratio of the claw pole short edge to the long edge, and the ratio
of the claw pole to the pole pitch. Moreover, the torque ability of CPM is related to the number of pole
pairs. In the following sections, for the claw pole structure of the CPM, the main dimensions of the
CPM and other important factors are studied.

4. Claw Pole Structure Design

As investigated in [3], the unequal stator claw pole teeth can affect the air gap magnetic field
distribution, and thus the cogging torque and torque ripple of CPM can be reduced, and the average
torque can be improved with an optimal claw pole teeth design. For the different numbers of pole
pairs of the CPM, whether there is a general rule for the parameter design is a very important issue
for the design of CPM, since if the general design rules can be found, then it can provide the machine
designer with a key design guideline to design this kind of machine. By using the 3D FEM, the back
electromotive force (EMF), cogging torque, and rated torque of CPM with the variation of the ratio
of the claw pole teeth to the pole pitch are simplified as kc, and the ratio of the stator claw pole short
edge to the stator claw pole long edge are simplified as ka, as illustrated in Figures 4–6 respectively.
It can be found that though the number of pole pairs was changed from 6 to 12, the main relationship
of the back EMF, cogging torque, and the rated torque of CPM with the variation of kc and ka was
kept the same. As shown in Figure 4, the maximum back EMF of the CPM could be achieved when
kc was lower than 0.5, and when ka was between 0.8 and 0.95. As shown in Figure 5, the cogging
torque of CPM was low when kc was lower than 0.5 and ka was between 0.8 and 0.85. As shown in
Figure 6, the average torque of CPM could achieve a maximum value when the kc was higher than 0.8.
Therefore, kc equals 0.825 and ka equals 0.45 were selected to be the best parameters for the CPM.

 
(a) 6-Pole pair (b) 8-Pole pair 

 
(c) 10-Pole pair (d) 12-Pole pair 

Figure 4. Back EMF of CPM with the variation of the ratio of the pole pitch and the ratio of the claw
pole short edge to long edge.
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(a) 6-Pole pair (b) 8-Pole pair 

 
(c) 10-Pole pair (d) 12-Pole pair 

Figure 5. Cogging torque of CPM with the variation of the ratio of the pole pitch and the ratio of the
claw pole short edge to long edge.

 
(a) 6-Pole pair (b) 8-Pole pair 

 
(c) 10-Pole pair (d) 12-Pole pair 

Figure 6. Torque of CPM with the variation of the ratio of the pole pitch and the ratio of the claw pole
short edge to long edge.
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5. Split Ratio and Thickness of the Stator Wall Design

For the electrical machine design, the split ratio is a crucial parameter, since it determines
the balance of the magnetic load and the electric load. The thickness of the stator wall is another
important parameter to determine the balance of magnetic load and electric load. The torque of the
CPM with the variation of stator wall thickness and the stator inner radius is illustrated in Figure 7.
To make sure that the stator wall can have enough mechanical strength, the minimum stator wall
thickness is designed to not be to lower than 4 mm. As shown, the maximum torque of these CPMs was
achieved when the stator wall thickness equaled 4 mm, and the maximum stator inner radius of CPM
was around about 18 mm. The CPMs with numbers of pole pairs of 6, 8, and 10 could achieve the
maximum torque, and the CPM with a number of pole pairs of 12 could achieve the maximum torque
when its stator inner radius equaled 20 mm. Figure 8 shows the overall performance comparison of
the CPMs with different pole pair numbers and the best stator wall thickness. As shown, the torque
of the CPM with a pole pair number of 10 could achieve the maximum value with a stator inner radius
of 18 mm. The efficiency of CPM was increased as the stator inner radius increased; the main reason
for this was that a higher stator inner radius resulted in a lower space for the copper, and thus there
was lower copper loss. Compared with the other number of pole pairs, the pole pair number of 10
showed the highest efficiency. The power factor is another critical parameter; the lower the power
factor, the higher the required power capacity of the driving power electronics. When the number of
pole pairs increased, the flux leakage increased, and thus the power factor decreased. For the stator
inner radius, the power factor increased with an increase in the stator inner radius.

 
(a) 6-Pole pair (b) 8-Pole pair 

 
(c) 10-Pole pair (d) 12-Pole pair 

Figure 7. Torque of CPM with variation of the stator inner radius and stator wall thickness.
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(a) Torque (b) Torque waveform 

 
(c) Efficiency (d) Power factor 

Figure 8. Overall performance comparison of the CPM with different numbers of pole pairs and
different design parameters.

6. Magnet Skewing Design

Magnet skewing is an effective way to reduce the cogging torque of CPM. The magnet skewing
rotor and its definition of skewing angle are illustrated in Figure 9. In [5], various kinds of methods
were adopted for the cogging torque reduction of this kind of machine, and an accurate skewing angle
is obtained. In addition, the unequal claw pole tooth is another way to reduce the cogging torque
of CPM. In this paper, the improved design meant that the machine had been optimized for achieving
the best performance, including low cogging torque and high output torque, by using the above
methods. The unequal stator claw pole teeth structure design and the initial design meant that the
machine is had an equal stator claw pole teeth design, as shown in Figure 1. Thus, for a fair comparison
of the back EMF, a per-unit value is used. Figure 10 shows the back EMF of the CPM with the different
magnet skewing angles; the initial design of the CPM referred to a CPM with a kc of 0.667 and a ka of 1;
the improved design referred to a CPM after optimization of stator wall thickness, stator inner radius,
kc, and ka. As shown, the back EMF was reduced with an increase in the rotor skewing angle. Figure 11
shows the peak-to-peak cogging torque of these two CPMs. As shown, with an increse of the skewing
angle, the cogging torque of CPM reduced greatly. For the improved design, as the cogging torque was
decreased greatly with the optimization of kc and ka, the cogging torque remained the same with the
increase of the rotor skewing angle. Therefore, with the improved claw pole teeth design, there was no
need to use the magnet skewing method to reduce the cogging torque and torque ripple for the CPM.
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Figure 9. Magnet skewing design of the CPM.

Figure 10. Back EMF comparison of the CPM with the a different magnet skewing angle; initial design
is with the equal claw pole teeth width design as shown in Figure 1, and improved design is with the
optimized unequal stator claw pole structure.

Figure 11. Cogging torque comparison.

7. Consequent Pole Design

Currently, the price for rare earth magnets is very high. Thus, there is a trend to use fewer magnets,
or to use non-rare earth magnets in the PM machine. The consequent pole magnet is an effective way
to reduce the magnet volume in the PM machine, and both the consequent pole rotor and the initial
rotor for the CPM are illustrated in Figure 12. Though a half volume of the magnet was used in the
consequent pole CPM, the performance of CPM was not reduced too much, as shown in Figure 13.
As shown, the magnitude of CPM with the consequent pole magnet was about 100 V, while that for the
normal CPM was about 140 V. As for the cogging torque comparison, the peak-to-peak cogging torque
of the CPM with the consequent pole magnet rotor design was about 50 mNm and that for the normal
CPM was about 65 mNm. Figure 11 shows the torque comparison of both. As shown, the torque of
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the normal CPM was higher at the rated current of 0.25 A, the torque for the normal CPM was about
0.6 Nm, and that for consequent pole CPM was about 0.5 Nm. A power factor comparison showed that
the normal CPM could have a higher power factor, which resulted from the high PM flux linkage of the
normal CPM and the consequent magnet pole CPM with higher leakage inductance. As shown with
an input current of 0.5 A, the power factor for the consequent magnet pole was about 0.52, and that
for normal CPM was about 0.72. Therefore, though the magnet used in the consequent pole magnet
CPM was the half as that of normal CPM and the total cost of this machine was much lower, then the
performance was not reduced too much. It can be concluded that for a high-performance application,
the normal magnet configuration was a good choice, while for the application where the cost needed
to be considered, the consequent pole magnet rotor configuration was a good candidate.

  
(a) initial design (b) consequent pole design 

Figure 12. Different magnet designs for CPM.

 
(a) Back EMF (b) Cogging torque 

 
(c) Torque (d) Power factor 

Figure 13. Overall performance comparison of CPM with the initial design and the consequent pole
magnet design.
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8. Gap Length Analysis

To form the symmetrical three-phase operation, the CPM needs to shift its adjacent stator module
or rotor module over determined mechanical degree, and the adjacent phase needs to be a determined
distance apart, to reduce its magnetic coupling effect. In the design of CPM, the torque density is
a very important parameter to represent machine performance. Thus, the shortest distance between
the adjacent phases which do not bring a great effect to the three-phase machine needs to be known.
Both the shifts on the stator side or rotor side can give CPM three-phase operation, and the difference
between these two methods has also been investigated in this section, as shown in Figure 14. Figure 15
shows the overall performance comparison of CPM with different axial gap lengths in the stator shift
model or in the rotor shifts model. As shown, when the axial gap length increased, it did not result
in a big difference for the PM flux linkage. Thus, the output torque did not depend on the length
between the adjacent machine modules. For the inductance, it was found that both self-inductance
and mutual inductance were decreased as axial gap length increased, while the difference between the
shift methods was not notable. Compared with the stator shifts, the rotor shifts gave the CPM higher
cogging torque. Thus, in the assembly of the three-phase CPM, the stator shifts were ideal. In addition,
it was found that the effect resulting from the axial gap length is reduced when the axial gap length
increased. In this CPM it was seen that the axial gap length of 2 mm was an ideal parameter.

 
(a) Rotor shifts (b) Stator shifts 

Figure 14. Three-phase topology of CPM, (a) Rotor shifts, and (b) Stator shifts.

  
(a) PM flux linkage (b) Cogging torque 

Figure 15. Cont.
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(c) Self inductance (d) Mutual inductance 

Figure 15. Overall performance comparison of CPM with different axial gap length, stator shifts (SS),
and rotor shifts (RS).

9. Material Selection

Due to its special properties, the material for the SMC has drawn great interest in past decades.
Currently, the performance of SMC material has been improved greatly, including its mechanical
properties, permeability, and core loss. Figure 16 shows five different SMC materials; S280b, S300b,
and S400b had good mechanical properties which can be used for the machining process, and even after
machining, their electromagnetic performance still kept well. With number increases, the permeability
of the SMC material increases, and the core loss increases as well. For the CPM developed in this paper,
its rated speed was about 3000 rpm, and the maximum speed was about 12,000 rpm. By using 3D
FEM, the performances of CPMs with different SMC material were obtained, as shown in Figure 16b.
The term 500TM refers to the old version of the SMOLAY material, and its performance is used as unit
1 for comparison. As shown, with a high permeability of SMC materials adopted, the torque ability
of CPM could be improved. However, it was increased by lower than 1.1 times the CPM with 500TM.
Based on the core loss comparison, it was seen that the core loss of the CPM was reduced greatly with
the new SMC material adopted. The S280b, S300b, and S400b were good for the machining process,
and their magnetic properties were reduced compared with S360 and S720. As for the comparison
between S360 and S720, it was found that though the torque ability of the CPM was higher, the core
loss of the CPM with S360 was much lower. Therefore, for mass production, S360 was a good candidate
material. As well, for the comparison between S280b, S300b, and S400b, the conclusion was similar.
The high torque ability resulting from the high permeability material resulted in the CPM having
higher core loss due to the high core loss properties along with high permeability.

 
(a) Material comparison (b) Performance comparison of machine 

Figure 16. Performance comparison between CPM with different SMC materials.
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10. Analysis Method Verification

The calculations of the initial CPM were verified by the experimental results. The measured peak
back EMF per turn of the initial CPM was about 0.091 V at 39.7 Hz. The back EMF per turn at 300 Hz
was about 0.687 V, which was very close to the calculated result of 0.657 V. As well, the measured
inductance per turn of the CPM was about 0.5 μH, which was quite equal to the calculated result
of 0.49 μH. Therefore, the calculation method was correct in this paper, and a prototype for the new
developed CPM is ongoing.

11. Conclusions

CPMs with SMC cores can be used for many high torque density drive applications. With the
performance improvement of SMC material, some commercial CPM with SMC cores have appeared
on the market. For the better utilization of CPM with SMC cores, its key design issues were discussed
in this paper. Firstly, through a study of the unequal stator claw pole teeth structure, it can be seen that
when the ratio of stator claw pole to its pole pitch equals 0.825 and the ratio of stator claw pole short
edge to stator claw pole long edge equals 0.45, the torque of the CPM can achieve its highest output
and with the lowest cogging torque and ripple, even though the number of its pole pairs changed from
six to 12. Secondly, when the unequal stator claw pole teeth are used for the performance improvement,
the magnet skewing will not play a good role in the cogging reduction. Thirdly, for the stator wall
design, it can be seen that the torque ability is better when the stator wall thickness is lower . In this
CPM, nearly all of the inner rotor CPMs can achieve a high torque output when the inner stator radius
equals 18 mm. When the stator inner radius increases, its power factor will be increased. Fourthly,
the consequent pole was a good way to improve the ratio of torque-to-cost, while the consequent
pole can also result in a machine with a lower power factor. Fifthly, in the design of CPM with SMC
cores, various kinds of materials can be selected, and it can be seen that the low-core loss material is
the best selection for the developed CPM in this paper, since the PM machine is not sensitive to the
permeability of the material used. Lastly, it can be found that with an increase in the number of pole
pairs, the best design for the output torque will be achieved, while the power factor will be decreased
as the flux leakage increases.
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